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Irina Brass investigates the latest trends in standardising loT security for 
complex cyber-physical systems and its challenges for Digital Forensics. 

■ FEATUREINTERMEDIATE 

1s1n 

he Internet of Things UoTJ is 

receiving growing ottention from 

businesses, policy-mokers, the medio 

and consumers [IJ, [21. Now, it is also 

in the spotlight for the challenges it 
raises to digital forensic investigators. 

Digital forensics is faced with a difficult 

balancing act. On the one hand, the loT is 

becominga rich source of evidence, used 

across a wide range of activities, from criminal 

investigations [31 to liability claims. On the 
other hand, the loT itself odds new security 

vulnerabilities to existing digital and physical 

infrastructures, which may challenge data 

integrity and recovery, as well as the safety 

of individuals and the wider public. These ore 

only some of the reasons why establishing a 

baseline for loT cyber security hos become 

a pressing issue for governments, industry, 

regulatory agencies and standards development 

organisations 141-171. But what exactly is 

so disruptive about the loT, given that the 

technologies and processes that make up on 

end-to-end loT system hove been around for a 

while (e.g. RFID, LANs, cloud computing etc.)? 

The loT as Disruptive Innovation 
At a basic level, the loT is a process that embeds 

sensing, communication, data processing and 

actuation techniques into physical objects 

and infrastructures. Thus, on loT system is 

characterised by "a proliferation of visible and 

hidden sensors that collect and transmit data; 

processes that interpret and make use of the 

aggregated information; and actuators that, on 

the basis of this information, toke action without 

direct human intervention" 181. 

According to a recent report commissioned 

by OFCOM (the communications regulator in 

the UK J, the number of loT connections in the 

country is estimated to reach 155.7 million by the 

end of 2024, at on expected compound average 

growth rote of approximately 360/o. The report 

also identifies three market segments of rapid 
growth: consumer electronics (and fast-moving 

consumergoods), automotive, and utilities [9]. 

The combined effects of rapid loT 

uptake, and the increased 'embeddedness' 

and connectivity of physical objects and 

infrastructures, ore triggering three main 

disruptions relevant to digital forensics. First, 

Internet Connected People and Things 
Guess what? The International 

TelecommunicationsUnion estimates that 

the total number of Internet users in the 

world hos reached 32 billion in 2015. 

Gartner, Inc. forecasts that over 20 billion 

connected "things" will be in use by 2020. 
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Insecure lo Tis not only threatening the 
resilienceof the Internet infrastructure, 
but is also exposing blind spots and 
misalignmentsbetween regulatory 
frameworksthat have been dealing with 
data protection, cyber securitYt safety 
and product liability in a siloed manner. 
they are leading to increased pervasiveness, 

invisibility and variability of loT systems across 

several application domains, from consumer 

goods to critical infrastructures. Each of these 

systems can vary in terms of their topology, 

the device type, security specifications, data 

formats and storage across multiple locations 
[10]-[121. This is further complicated by the use 

of proprietary standards for various processes, 

such as data formats, protocols, and interfaces. 

This complexity requires new tools and 

techniques that integrate mobility and cloud 

forensics into established digital investigation 

practices, while requiring enough flexibility to 

understand use typologies for different devices 

and services, as well as different data flows 

and trails. 

Secondly,as the loT adds data gathering, 

communication and automation layers to 

physical objects and infrastructures, it also 

creates new cyber-physical interactions and 

interdependencies that are not fully understood 

from a technical and regulatory perspective 

[131, [141. This brings new challenges to digital 

forensic investigators, who need awareness 

of new types of cyber-physical vulnerabilities 

that may emerge from the application of loT in 

physical processes and infrastructures, t> 

EXPERT TIP 
The standards world can be quite daunting. 
A useful woy to navigate it is to think 
of standards ostolling into three broad 

categories: 

I. Technicalspecifications that address the 
general design of a component or system. 

2. Performancestandards, which generally 

address organisational or procedural 
requirements,such as risk assessment 
procedures. 

3. Outcome standards, which focus on the 
achievement of a desired outcome, such 

as safety 

Standardsare also divided into two 

broad categories: de facto or market-driven 
standards, developed by industry players or 

consortia, and de Jure standards, developed 
by formal standardisation organisationssuch 
as the BS! in the UK or ISO internationally 
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• GDPR (2016/ 679)/ Data 
Protection BIii 

• Data protection by design 
• Data protection by default 
• Data protection impact 

assessment 
• Accountability 

• Radio Equipment Directive 
(2014/53/EU) 

• Essential requirements 
(health & safety) 

• Equipment should not cause 
harm to the network 

Figure 1.Regulatory Frameworks 

• National Cyber Security 
Strategy (2016-2021) 
• Secure by default 
• NIS DlrectJve (2016/ 1148) 
• CERTs coordination 
• Security obligations on 
operators of essential 

Product Llablllty DirectJve 
(1985) 

• Consumer ProtectJon Act 
(1987) 

• Type approval 
• Attributing responsibility for 

unsafe products 

Manufacturersof smart products have 
struggledto internalise the costs of cyber 
security into their business models, and 
coupled with highly competitive global 
supply chains, they are under pressure 
to place smart but insecure devices on 
the market. 
which otherwise require high levels of safety, 

reliability and resilience. The growth of 

lndustriol loT in manufacturing, transport, 

utilities and health provides useful examples 

of these complexities [15]. This olso raises 

a scaling-up problem, whereby forensic 

investigations ore put under pressure to 
understand system behaviours that includes 

human factors, physical and digital processes, 

all coupled in complex woys [161. 

Lastly, the loT is known for contribut ing to 

the security threat landscape, by connecting 

endpoints with low hanging security 
vulnerabilities [17], as well as raising several 

data protection concerns [181. Given the rapid 

loT uptake, manufacturers of smart products 

hove struggled to internalise the costs of 

cyber security into their business models, 

and coupled wit h highly competit ive global 

supply chains, they ore under pressure to 
place smart but insecure devices on the 

market . This behaviour is not only threatening 

the resilience of the Internet infrastructure, 

as seen with the Miroi-bosed botnet, but is 

also exposing blind spots and misalignments 

between regulatory frameworks that hove 

been dealing with data protection, cyber 

security, safety and product liability in a 
siloed manner (Figure 1l [191, [20]. This is 

not only a challenge for regulators, but also 

for digital forensic investigators, who need 

to understand the wide range of security 

vulnerabilities and associated risks that 

loT devices, services and systems pose to 

individual consumers and the public at large. 

Connected and Autonomous Vehicles 

(CAVsl ore a very good example of complex 

cyber-physicol systems that expose the 

disruptive effects discussed above. 

The investment that hos been channelled 
into CAVs and other loT systems over the 

post years hos also prompted policy-makers, 

regulators and industry players to consider 

ways of standardising loT security, as 

a means of establishing a baseline of 

good practice thot could reduce security 

vulnerabilities derived from the loT. Beyond 
on interest in consumer safety and security, 

as well as business continuity, this baseline 

could benefit digital forensic investigators by 

supporting the development of standardised 

tools, processes and guidance for identifying, 

preserving and analysing data in complex 

cyber-physicol systems. 

Connected&Autonomous {CAVsJVehicles 
CAVsore sometimes portro','8d asa thing of 

the future. However, they ore very much an 

'Jo T thing' of the present. Since 2016, the UK 

Governmenthos established a £15 million 

'connected corridor' from London to Dover 

[A2/M2J,asa public-private partnership 

to trial the advancement of in-vehicle, 

vehicle-to-vehicle N -2-VJ, and vehicle-to

infrostructure {V-2-/J technologies. Bross 

et al. [21] argue that the rapid increase 
in automation and connectivity in motor 

vehicles "raises important questions about 

our readiness to understand and regulate 

interdependenciesin cyber-physical systems 

that integrate computation, communication 

processes and physical systems in 

smart environments" These have several 

implications for how wecurrently regulate 

detective product liability, supply chain 

managemencsafety assurance processes, 

and cyber security. And they also raise 

crucial issues far digital forensics. 

As our cars become more connected and 
communicatewith the abjects and physical 

infrastructures around them, they con also 

become more vulnerable to attacks. In such 

dynamic environments, an attacker nmay 

exploit a number of minor vulnerabilities 

that emerge as a the result of component 

updates by different entities, each of little 

significanceon their own, but with damaging 

interactive consequences for system integrity 

and vehicle safety within the connected 

environment"[211 For digital forensics, 

identifying these vulnerabilities in a highly 
mobile environment, where data travels 

across several objects and stakeholders, and 

is communicatedvia several local and wide 

areas networks, con be highly problematic. 

In addition, CA Vsraise important 

questions about establishing liability in 

defective products. In current legislation, 

motor vehicles ore treated asproducts, 

and liability for product defects is placed 

with the producer and or importer of the 

vehicle. However, this liability framework 

speaks ta physical rather than software 

tfefects' [221. Jn this context, it is likely that 
digital forensic investigators will be asked ta 

identify, collect and analyse evidence about 

the cyber security and integrity of the entire 

system, as it could hove consequences for 

the physical processes of the vehicle and, 

moreso,for the physical safety and security 

of human beings. 
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Figure2.10T Security Domains 

Cana Baseline for loT Security be Achieved? 
Several approaches to standardising loT 

security ore currently emerging. They 

follow from increased awareness that loT 
security vulnerabilities impact consumers, 

businesses, operators and managers of critical 

infrastructures, as well as governments 

who hove o duty of core to balance the 

opportunities and risks associated with 

emerging technologies. 

A first approach is the proposal of 
legislation and regulations to adopt minimum 

cyber security standards for the loT. such 

proposals hove been introduced in the US, 

through the loT Cybersecurity Improvement Bill, 

requiring written proof of third-party security 

certification in public acquisition contracts 
and procurement of loT systems; and in the EU, 

though the proposal of o Cybersecurity Act, 

which aims to establish an initial voluntary 

cybersecurity certification scheme based 

on three assurance levels. Whereas these 

legislative proposals aim to ensure compliance 

with cyber security good practices through 

certification schemes, they do not and cannot 

specify what these principles and good 

practices should be. 

In addition, achieving a baseline of 

loT security across several application 

domains is proving problemotic. loT security 

in o smart home environment is different 

from loT security in healthcare or crit ical 

infrastructure (Figure 2). Whereas the focus on 

loT security in the smart home is at the device, 

hub, or cloud level, with implications for data 

protection; in industrial processes and systems 

the focus is on interdependencies between 

established control systems, operational 

technologies (OT) and information technologies 

CITJ, with implications for safety, reliability 

and resilience of these complex systems. In 

addit ion, conducting good practice safety 

and security in highly critical cyber-physlcol 

systems may sometimes be contradictory, as 

increasing the real-time safety of the system 

may actually decrease its overall security. 

In order to respond to these challenges, 

several governments and industry consortia 

have developed Codes of Practice that set 

high-level guidelines for loT security. In the 

UK, the government has already proposed 

high-level principles in several loT application 

domains, such as CAVs and smart consumer 

goods (Box 2l. 

Similarly, industry consortia hove 

developed codes of practice, guidelines 

and technical specifications for establishing 

a baseline of loT security. Increasingly, these 

guidelines are supplemented by compliance 

testing procedures and certification schemes. 

But the development of these de facto 

standards and guidelines ore also contributing 
to the fragmentation of the loT security 

standards landscape, leading to parallel 

certification schemes thot con place high 

compliance costs on businesses. Equally, this 

fragmentation con complicate digital forensic 

investigations as data could be encrypted or 

stored in various formats, depending on the 

adopted specifications. 

In addition, the development of formal 

standards pertaining to lor security is also 

fragmented and relatively slow moving. 

This is in part due to the consensus-based, 

highly institutionalised approval and review 

processes of formal standardisation. t> 

Promoting Codes of Practice 
in CAVs and Consumer JoT 
The UK Government hospublished several 

Codes of Practice tor lo T Security. These 
set basic security design principles tor lo T 

as wellasorganisational best practices. 

However,at the moment, these codes 

of Practice remain voluntary and are not 

enforced through mandatory requirements. 

Examples of Key Principles of Cyber 

Security tor Connected and Automated 

Vehicles,DfT: [251 

• Principle 2.4: Security risks, specific to, 

and/or encompassing, supply chains, 

sub-contractors and service providers are 

identified and managed through design, 
specification and procurement practices. 

• Principle 3.3: There is an active programme 

in place to identify critical vulnerabilities 

and appropriate systemsin place to 

mitigate them in a proportionate manner. 

• Principle3.4: Organisationsensure 

theirsystemsare able to support data 

forensics and the recovery of forensically 

robust, uniquely identifiable data. This 

may be used to identify the cause of 

any cyber, or other, incident. 

Examples of Key Principles tor Security in 

Consumerlo T Products and Associated 

Services, DCMS: [41 

• Principle I: No default passwords. All lo T 

device passwords must be unique and 

not resettable to any universal factory 

default value. 

• Principle 3: Keep software updated. 

All software components in internet

connected devices should be securely 

updateable. Updates must be timely 

and not impact on the functioning of 
the device. An end-of-lite policy must be 

published tor end-point devices, which 

explicitly states the minimum length 

of time tor which a device will receive 

software updates and the reasons why 

[...JFor constrained devices that cannot 

physically be updated, the product should 

be isolatable and replaceable. 
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ISO/ IEC JTC 1/ SC 41 
loT Reference Architecture 

loT Interoperability: Framework 

ISO/ IEC JTC 1/ SC 27 
Information Security 
Management Formal Standards 
Security Assurance Relevant to loT 
Framework Security and Digital 
Framework for Identity Forensics 
Management 
Entity Authentication 

Key Management 
ISO/IEC 27037 : 2012 
Guidelines for identification, collection, acquisition & 
preservation of digital evidence 
ISO/IEC 27042 : 20 15 
Guidelines for the analysis & interpretation of digital 
evidence 
150/IEC 27043 : 20 15 
Incident investigation principles& processes 
150/IEC 27041 

ISO 3100 
Risk Management 

ISO 2800 
Supply Chain Security 

ISO 1037 7 
Consumer Product 
Safety 

ISO 15926 
Industrial Automation 
Systems and Integration 

Guidanceon assuring suitability and adequacy of incident 
Investigation methods 

Figure 3. ISO Standards 

Standardisingsuch complex processes, 
with different topologies and use typologies 
across different lo T application domains 
is challenging for formal standardisation 
organisations, which have traditionally 
dealt with each of these issues in 
separate technical jurisdictions. 
But, when it comes to loT security, it is also 

a consequence of the blurring of boundaries 

between information security, physical 

security & safety that characterise complex 

cyber-physicol systems. Standardising such 

complex processes, with different topologies 

and use typologies across different loT 

application domains is challenging for formal 

standardisation organisations, which hove 

traditionally dealt with each of these issues in 

separate technical jurisdictions. An example of 

this challenge is the diversity of ISO standards 
that con apply to aspects of loT security 

and digital forensic investigation (Figure 3). 

Achieving alignment across these 

standards is a difficult, if not impossible, 

task. However, at a minimum level, more 

con be done to develop and harmonise 

standards that mop and model vulnerabilities 
at the intersection of security and safety, 

and that develop classifications of risk in 

cyber-physicol systems. This also offers on 

opportunity to inform, review and update 

established guidelines for the identification, 

collection and analysis of digital evidence in 

complex cyber-physicol systems. 

WhereNext for tor Security and Forensics? 
Developinga baseline of loT security is proving 

difficult at the moment. This is not only due to 

the blurring of boundaries between physical 

security, cyber security, safety, reliability 

and resilience that complex cyber-physicol 

systems bring. It is also challenging because 

cyber security is inherently a dynamic process 

of vulnerability discovery and correction, with 

different requirements across loT application 

domains and verticals. 

However, if we ore slowly moving in the 

direction of standardising and even regulating 

loT cyber security as safety, using outcome

based standards and risk-based regulatory 

frameworks, then we should also consider 

the implications for digital forensics. The 

complex interdependencies inherent in cyber

physicol systems, such as Connected and 
Autonomous Vehicles (CAVsl, could imply that, 

increasingly, digital forensic investigators 

work alongside safety forensic investigators. 

Training and the development of standardised 

tools for identifying, collecting, analysing and 

preserving evidence in such dynamic and 

interdependent environments is a must.• 

MORE INFO 
Interested in other Codes of Practice 

relevant to Io T securitv and data integritv? 

Here are a few examples from the us. 

1. Strategic Principles for Securing the 

Internet of Things, 2016 [261 Outlines core 

principles of cvber securitV for Io T; it is one 

of the first codes of practice to have been 

published bv a government department 

2. PostmarketManagementof cvbersecurity 
in Medical Devices. Guidance for Industry 

and Food and Drug Administration Stott 

2016 [271 Outlines connected medical 

device cybersecurity risk management 

3. FederalAutomated Vehicles Policy 

Acceleratingthe Next Revolution in 

Roadwav Safety, 2016 [281 Proposes a 

framework for CAVs performance guidance 

that integrates safety and cyber security. 
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